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Monday, February 22, 2010 257asequence to morph into differently shaped binding sites. These results indicate
that the observations made previously on the single examples of many-to-one
and one-to-many signaling generalize to many hundreds of other well charac-
terized protein-protein interactions.
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Histone tails are highly flexible N terminal protrusions of histone proteins which
help to foldDNAinto dense superstructures knownas chromatin.On amolecular
scale histone tails are polyelectrolites with high degree of conformational disor-
der, allowing them to function as bio-molecular ‘‘switches", regulating various
genetic regulatory processes. Because of being intrinsically disordered, the
structural and dynamical aspects of histone tails are still poorly understood. In
this work we have carried out 3 microsecond all atom replica exchange molec-
ular dynamics (REMD) simulations of four histone tails, H4, H3, H2B andH2A,
to probe for their intrinsic conformational preferences. Our subsequent energy
landscape analysis demonstrated that some tails are not fully disordered, but con-
tain residual secondary structure elements. In particular, H4 formed beta hair-
pins, H3 and H2B adopted alpha helical elements while H2A was fully disor-
dered. We also carried out polymer physics based analysis of the histone tails’
conformational ensembles. We found an intriguing re-entrant contraction-
expansion of the tails upon heating, which is caused by the way mobile counter-
ions associate with the protein chains at various temperatures.
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Solving the ‘‘protein folding problem’’ will require a better understanding of
the allowed conformations and dynamics of the unfolded state. Fundamentally,
unfolded protein dynamics should be determined by the hydrophobic pattern of
each sequence. As proof of this hypothesis, we have constructed a random
wormlike chain model that is re-weighted to favor random conformations
that have residues of similar hydrophobicity in close proximity. This model
gives remarkable quantitative agreement with measurements of intramolecular
contact formation for various sequences. Furthermore we have found that the
intramolecular diffusion coefficient of various sequences in folding conditions
vary by ~ 3 orders of magnitude. We find such dynamics qualitatively agree
with those predicted by molecular dynamics in implicit solvent. The fastest
sequences are intrinsically disordered proteins and peptides and the slowest
sequences are well-behaved proteins with folding times of at least 1 ms. In be-
tween these two regimes are sequences prone to aggregation in which intramo-
lecular diffusion is just fast enough to expose hydrophobes to solvent long
enough to form bimolecular interactions.
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Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are proteins that contain little to no sec-
ondary or tertiary structure and are often functional proteins that are essential in
biological systems. Many IDPs undergo a conformational change where the
lack of intrinsic structure is relieved upon binding to its target protein. Due
to the very nature of unstructured proteins, characterization of the conforma-
tional propensities and function of these proteins present a major challenge.
Site-directed spin labeling (SDSL) coupled with electron paramagnetic reso-
nance (EPR) spectroscopy is a valuable tool in characterizing the mobility
and conformational changes of proteins. This combined technique, however,
is not often used to investigate intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs). IA3
is a 68 residue IDP that has been extensively characterized by various biophys-
ical techniques and was used in this study as a model system to show SDSL-
EPR may be employed to characterize conformational changes in IDPs. The
TFE-induced disordered-to-a-helical transition of IA3 was monitored by vari-
ous SDSL-EPR techniques. CW-EPR experiments were performed at X-, Q-,
and W-band resonant frequencies and reveal conformational changes can be
observed at all three frequencies, with the W-band spectra revealing the most
striking changes in dynamics upon inducing a -helical secondary structure
by TFE. Low temperature CW-EPR and DEER distance measurements were
also performed to evaluate the ability of these methods in characterizing the
induced a-helical conformation.1340-Pos
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Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) do not form any rigid tertiary structures
alone. Most of them bind corresponding proteins and fold into an ordered struc-
ture to play important roles in biological functions such as signal transduction
cascades. The phosphorylated kinase induced domain (pKID) is one of IDPs.
The pKID adapts an ordered helical structure while binds to the KIX domain.
This structural property of pKID is called ‘‘coupled folding and binding’’. From
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies a kinetics model of the coupled
folding and binding has been proposed: there are four states of pKID (disor-
dered, encounter complex, intermediate, and ordered helical structure). How-
ever, the details of these states at atomic level were still unclear.
In order to obtain the free energy landscapes and the stable complex structures
at various temperatures for the system, where pKID, the KIX domain, water
and ions are included and they can interact with each other, multicanonical mo-
lecular dynamics (McMD) simulation was performed with the all-atom model
in explicit solvent. McMD simulation is one of generalized ensemble methods,
which can search conformational space much wider than a conventional molec-
ular dynamics simulation, as well as the replica-exchange molecular dynamics
(REMD). In this study, starting from completely disordered and unbound states
of pKID, the helices of pKID were reproduced as approaching to the KIX do-
main at adequate low temperature. Additionally, we found a different binding
mode from the NMR model. Interestingly, this binding mode is similar to that
of the activation domain of the mixed lineage leukemia (MLL) transcription
factor upon binding to the KIX domain.
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A large number of proteins are sufficiently unstable that their full three dimen-
sional structure cannot be resolved. The origins of this intrinsic disorder are not
well understood, but its ubiquitous presence undercuts the principle that a pro-
tein’s structure determines its function. Here, we present a quantitative theory
that makes novel predictions regarding the role of intrinsic disorder in protein
structure and function. In particular, we discuss the implications of analytical
solutions of a series of fundamental thermodynamic models of protein interac-
tions in which disordered proteins are characterized by positive folding free en-
ergies. We validate our predictions by assigning protein function using the
Gene Ontology classification, in which Protein Binding, Catalytic Activity
and Transcription Regulator Activity are the three largest functional categories,
and performing genome-wide surveys of both the amount of disorder in these
functional classes and binding affinities for both prokaryotic and eukaryotic ge-
nomes. Specifically, without assuming any a priori structure-function relation-
ship, the theory predicts that both Catalytic and low-affinity Binding (Kd >
107 M) proteins prefer ordered structures, while only high-affinity Binding
proteins (found mostly in eukaryotes) can tolerate disorder. Relevant to both
Transcription and signal transduction, the theory also explains how increasing
disorder can tune the binding affinity to maximize the specificity of promiscu-
ous interactions. Collectively, these studies provide insight into how natural
selection acts on folding stability to optimize protein function.
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Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are the functional proteins that exist as
dynamical ensemble under physiological conditions. IDPs play crucial roles in
cellular signaling and regulation, and often fold upon binding to specific targets.
In particular, the ability to interact with multiple targets appears to be a hallmark
of IDPs. Two ideal mechanisms, namely fly-casting/induced folding and confor-
mational selection, are possible for coupled folding and binding to the specific
targets. Evidence recently accumulated to suggest that induced folding might
be prevalent in IDP recognition. Our recent analysis reveals that both IDPs and
the vicinity of their binding sites on the substrate surface are enriched with
charges.Our hypothesis is the long-range electrostatic interactions between these
charged residues triggers the promotion of the unfolding of residual structure in
unbound IDPs and enhance the binding efficiency via the fly-casting effects. Go-
like coarse-grained protein model has been used to investigate the interaction
mechanisms of IDP complex pKID:KIX. Initial results appear to support the con-
certed involvement of long-range electrostatic interactions and fly-casting.
